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Supplemental Information

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 4
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 1: This is a 3-year-old boy who was diagnosed
with a left occipital skull fracture at a referring hospital after a fall from a shopping cart. He was referred to our center for concussive symptoms,
including 2 episodes of vomiting and seeming sleepier than usual. Fast MRI was performed 6 hours and 5 minutes after the CT and did not demonstrate
the skull fracture. A, Left occipital skull fracture (arrow). B, FLAIR. C, Fast ﬁeld echo.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 5
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 2: This is a 4-year-old boy who was diagnosed
with an open right-parietal skull fracture sustained when he was struck with a swing that had been thrown over the swing set crossbar by his sister. CT
at the referring center demonstrated a displaced bone fragment from the outer table of the right-parietal skull with intact inner table. Before obtaining
the fast MRI, the displaced bone fragment was removed, the wound was irrigated, and the laceration was repaired. The fast MRI, performed 3 hours and
10 minutes later, did not demonstrate the fracture. A, Open right-parietal skull fracture (arrow). B, Fast ﬁeld echo. C, T2 single shot.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 6
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 3: This is a 5-month-old boy who presented to
our institution after a 2-foot fall from his older sibling’s arms. CT demonstrates isolated left-parietal skull fracture not appreciated by fast MRI. A, Isolated
left-parietal skull fracture (arrow). B, Fast ﬁeld echo.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 7
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 4: This is a 4-year-old boy who sustained
a ground-level fall after running and colliding with a dog. Examination showed an abrasion to the forehead and bleeding from the ear. CT, obtained at the
referring hospital showed right-temporal bone and mastoid fracture. Fast MRI obtained 13 hours and 29 minutes later was indeterminate for fracture. A,
Right-temporal bone and mastoid fracture (arrow). B, T2 single shot.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 8
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 5: This is a 17-month-old girl who presented
after she fell 3 to 4 feet from a table, striking her head on the ﬂoor. CT obtained at the referring center showed a left-occipital skull fracture. Fast MRI
obtained 4 hours and 3 minutes later was read as unclear for fracture. A, Left-occipital skull fracture (arrow). B, T2 single shot.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 9
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 6: This is a 9-month-old child who presented
after a 3-foot fall from a bed. CT performed at the referring institution was interpreted to show a small, focal area of depression and/or fracture of the
skull without a clear fracture line and without a scalp hematoma. Fast MRI did not identify the fracture. A, Small, focal area of depression and/or fracture
of the skull without a clear fracture line (arrow). B, T2 single shot.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 10
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 7: This is a 6-month-old boy who presented to
the referring hospital after falling out of an infant seat that was placed on a table, landing on a tile ﬂoor. CT obtained at the referring center
demonstrated a right-parietal subarachnoid hemorrhage (arrow, 7a) that was not appreciated on the fast MRI and was obtained 15 hours and 34 minutes
later. In this case, the hemorrhage was likely missed because the fast ﬁeld echo sequence was too motion limited. A, Right-parietal subarachnoid
hemorrhage (arrow). B, Fast ﬁeld echo.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 11
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative fast MRI result. In 8 (4%) cases, CT identiﬁed radiographic TBI that was not appreciated by fast
MRI. Six cases included isolated skull fractures. Two cases included small subarachnoid hemorrhages. Case 8: This is a 2-year-old boy who presented to
the referring center after he was found to have fallen out a fourth-story window. CT at the referring center showed. Fast MRI performed 24 hours and
20 minutes later at our center showed the facial trauma but did not appreciate the subarachnoid hemorrhage. A, Facial fractures and subarachnoid
hemorrhage in the right Sylvian ﬁssure (arrow). B, Fast ﬁeld echo.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 12
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative CT result. In 5 cases (2%), fast MRI showed TBI not demonstrated by CT. In each case, the injury
was felt to be true injury rather than a fast MRI false-positive result. Case 9: This is a 3-month-old girl who fell while her mother was carrying her down
stairs. She fell down 3 to 4 steps onto a hardwood ﬂoor. A, The CT showed no injury. B, Fast MRI obtained 2 hours and 23 minutes later demonstrated thin,
bilateral, frontal subdural collections (arrows; T2 single shot). C, Nonspeciﬁc punctate lesions in the occipital lobes (arrow; DWI).
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 13
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative CT result. In 5 cases (2%), fast MRI showed TBI not demonstrated by CT. In each case, the injury
was felt to be true injury rather than a fast MRI false-positive result. Case 10: This 8-month-old girl was referred to the ED when her pediatrician noticed
increasing head circumference and a bulging fontanel. A, CT was interpreted as enlarged subarachnoid spaces. B, Fast MRI obtained 1 hour and
30 minutes later showed a small subdural hematoma (arrow; FLAIR).

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 14
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative CT result. In 5 cases (2%), fast MRI showed TBI not demonstrated by CT. In each case, the injury
was felt to be true injury rather than a fast MRI false-positive result. Case 11: This is a 4-year-old girl who presented after a fall from the ladder of an
aboveground pool onto concrete. A, Head CT at the referring hospital showed no injury. B, Head CT at the referring hospital showed no injury. She was
transferred for persistent concussive symptoms (sleepiness). C, Fast MRI obtained 14 hours and 54 minutes later showed cerebral contusion (arrows; T2
single shot). D, Fast MRI obtained 14 hours and 54 minutes later showed cerebral contusion (arrows; DWI). E, Fast MRI obtained 14 hours and 54 minutes
later showed cerebral contusion (arrows) as well as a Chiari malformation (T2 single shot).
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 15
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative CT result. In 5 cases (2%), fast MRI showed TBI not demonstrated by CT. In each case, the injury
was felt to be true injury rather than a fast MRI false-positive result. Case 12: This is a 4-year-old boy who presented to the referring hospital after he was
found crying at night after a presumed fall down 8 stairs. Examination showed poor balance and swelling of his forehead, nose, and lip. A, CT was read as
showing no injury. B, Fast MRI obtained 8 hours and 42 minutes later showed small, posterior subarachnoid hemorrhage (arrows). C, Fast MRI obtained 8
hours and 42 minutes later showed small, posterior subarachnoid hemorrhage (arrows; fast ﬁeld echo).

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 16
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: false-negative CT result. In 5 cases (2%), fast MRI showed TBI not demonstrated by CT. In each case, the injury
was felt to be true injury rather than a fast MRI false-positive result. Case 13: This is a 1-month-old boy who presented for an unexplained, boggy scalp
hematoma. A, CT was read as showing questionable TBI because there was concern for enlarged subarachnoid spaces or hypodense frontal subdural
hematoma. B, Fast MRI performed 47 minutes later showed no frontal subdural hematoma but did demonstrate left, posterior, mesial subdural
hematoma (arrow; FLAIR). C, Fast MRI performed 47 minutes later showed no frontal subdural hematoma but did demonstrate left, posterior, mesial
subdural hematoma and left occipital contusion (arrow; fast ﬁeld echo).

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 17
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: CT unclear, fast MRI clear. There were 4 (2%) other cases in which CT was read as indeterminate for TBI
because it could not discriminate hypodense subdural hematoma from artifact or benign enlarged subarachnoid spaces. In these 4 cases, fast MRI was
felt to exclude subdural hematoma. Case 14: This is a 5-month-old girl who presented with swelling and pain in her right-lower extremity and was found
to have classic metaphyseal fractures of the distal tibia and ﬁbula. A, In the course of her evaluation for physical abuse, head CT raised concern for trace
subdural hematoma or artifact on the superior aspect of the right transverse sinus (arrow). B, Fast MRI showed no subdural hematoma (FLAIR). Skeletal
survey also identiﬁed healing rib fractures.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 18
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: CT unclear, fast MRI clear. There were 4 (2%) other cases in which CT was read as indeterminate for TBI
because it could not discriminate hypodense subdural hematoma from artifact or benign enlarged subarachnoid spaces. In these 4 cases, fast MRI was
felt to exclude subdural hematoma. Case 15: This is a 4-month-old girl who presented with new seizure activity. A, CT was read as showing a thin collection
of isodense ﬂuid over the left frontoparietal convexity (arrows). B, Fast MRI obtained 19 hours and 45 minutes later showed no subdural collection
(FLAIR), a ﬁnding conﬁrmed by a routine MRI obtained 1 day later.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 19
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: CT unclear, fast MRI clear. There were 4 (2%) other cases in which CT was read as indeterminate for TBI
because it could not discriminate hypodense subdural hematoma from artifact or benign enlarged subarachnoid spaces. In these 4 cases, fast MRI was
felt to exclude subdural hematoma. Case 16: This is a 73-day-old girl who presented for concern of fussiness and was found to have a displaced left
coracoid process, raising concern for physical abuse. A, CT was interpreted to show bilateral, frontal, low-attenuation subdural collections, raising the
possibility of subdural hematoma (arrows). B, Fast MRI obtained 2 hours and 45 minutes later showed no subdural collections (FLAIR).

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 20
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: CT unclear, fast MRI clear. There were 4 (2%) other cases in which CT was read as indeterminate for TBI
because it could not discriminate hypodense subdural hematoma from artifact or benign enlarged subarachnoid spaces. In these 4 cases, fast MRI was
felt to exclude subdural hematoma. Case 17: This is a 5-month-old boy who presented with discomfort when moving the right arm and was found to have
a humerus fracture and healing rib fractures. A, Head CT obtained in the evaluation for physical abuse was interpreted to show enlarged extraaxial
spaces or a thin overlying, isodense subdural hematoma (arrows). B, Fast MRI obtained 20 hours and 9 minutes later showed no extraaxial hemorrhage
(FLAIR). C, Fast MRI obtained 20 hours and 9 minutes later showed no extraaxial hemorrhage (T2 single shot).
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 21
Cases discordant between CT and fast MRI: CT unclear, fast MRI unclear. In 1 (1%) case, CT was interpreted as indeterminate for TBI. Although fast MRI did
not identify TBI in 3 cases, it was not felt to deﬁnitively exclude TBI. Case 18: This is a 7-month-old child who fell 2 to 3 feet from her car seat to the ground
when she was not strapped in. On arrival, she was noted to have bleeding from her ear. A, CT performed at the referring hospital was interpreted to show
subtle hyperdensity in the posterior-lateral right-frontal lobe, artifact versus trace subarachnoid hemorrhage (arrow). B, Fast MRI performed 15 hours
and 46 minutes later showed probable ﬂuid in the mastoid air cells but no other signs of TBI (fast ﬁeld echo).

SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 3 Imaging Parameters for Fast MRI
Sequence

Axial T2 SSH
Coronal T2 SSH
Axial T1 SSH TFE
Axial T2* FFE
Axial SSH FLAIR
Axial DWI
Axial T2 EPI SSH
Total

Parameters
TE, ms

TR, ms

Matrix

Slice Thickness/Gap, mm

Time, s

90
90
6–7
13–14
100–110
80
60
—

5400–6000
5400–6000
20
500–600
12 000
2400
2500
—

200 3 256
200 3 256
184 3 184
203 3 256
187 3 208
112 3 90
112 3 90
—

5/1
5/1
5/1
5/1
5/1
5/1
5/1
—

35
35
20
45
50
40
4
229

EPI, echo planar imaging; FFE, fast ﬁeld echo; SSH, single shot; TFE, turbo ﬁeld echo; —, not applicable.
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